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Introduction
We live in an age in which we have harnessed electromagnetic waves to engineer a wide variety of products and systems on which modern societies have come to rely. Medical imaging devices, mobile communications and electrical power generation are just a few examples of technologies that are entirely reliant on electromagnetic phenomena. While the underlying differential equations that govern these phenomena were developed in the 19th century, their application to realistic engineering problems requires numerical approximations, and engineers continue to develop more advanced computational methodologies capable of delivering these approximations with higher fidelity and with efficient use of computational resources. In this paper we specifically address short wave problems, which is of increasing importance with the prospect of moving to millimetre wave technologies for 5G wireless systems. We confine ourselves in this discussion to the deterministic methods, i.e. those giving a unique solution given a well-posed problem subject to prescribed boundary and initial conditions. Common numerical methods include the Finite Difference Method (FDM) [32, 33, 36] the Finite Element Method (FEM) [6, 15, 28] and the Boundary Element Method [3, 4, 5] . Among these methods, the FEM is well established for dealing with complicated geometries or inhomogeneous media, and the other methods also offer certain advantages, but they all remain constrained in term of the problem size. This is 1 mainly due to the fact that the computational domain may be very large (electromagnetic waves often propagate in free space), so that the size of the analysis domain and of scattering objects can greatly exceed the wavelength, typically by multiple orders of magnitude [8, 35] . Since a certain number of degrees of freedom are required to capture the solution over each wavelength, such problems can result in a very large system of equations. This can render them completely intractable using conventional FEM, FDM and BEM methodologies. Different authors vary in their recommendations, but a typical rule of thumb suggests the use of ten degrees of freedom in each wavelength for linear elements. To illustrate the problem, engineers may seek to analyse the scattering of a radar wave by an aircraft. Even if the analysis domain is confined to a 100 m cube surrounding the aircraft, a finite element model would require at least 10 12 degrees of freedom to model the scattering of a radar wave of 100 mm wavelength to engineering accuracy. To overcome this limitation without compromising the accuracy, the Partition of Unity enrichment method was proposed in [21] for harmonic wave problems governed by the Helmholtz equation. The method consists of enriching the approximation space with oscillatory functions that have better approximation properties compared to the standard low order polynomials usually used in the FEM. The enrichment idea spawned a large body of literature including the work on the Partition of Unity Finite Element Method (PUFEM) [7, 18, 19, 22] and also similar enrichment techniques such as the Generalised Finite Element Method [30, 31] the Ultra-Weak Variational Formulation [14, 20] and the Discontinuous Enrichment Method [9, 16, 34] . The enrichment approach is also used in other methods such as the Boundary Element Method [25, 26, 27] . A recent survey on various enrichment approaches could be found in [12] . The enrichment functions used in the case of harmonic wave problems, as presented above, are in the form of plane waves or radial waves and are solutions of the partial differential equations (PDEs) governing the problems. This latter aspect, while useful, is not necessary for incorporating a − priori knowledge of the solution behaviour in the approximating field. This inspired the use of intuitive field enrichment functions capable of capturing the solution behaviour while not necessarily being solutions of the problem PDE. Such enrichment was proposed for solving heat transfer problems in the time domain [23, 24, 29] . The temperature field was enriched with Gaussian functions capable of modelling the high temperature gradients and led to the use of coarse mesh grids, instead of the very fine meshes employed in standard FEM, and hence to considerable savings in the computational effort. In spite of the problem being time dependent, the enrichment functions are independent of time, which permits the re-use of a single system matrix for all time steps, resulting in even further computational saving. The success of this approach has motivated the current work in developing the field-enrichment technique to solve time-dependent wave problems. It is worth noting that an enriched model for wave propagation in one dimensional problems was presented in [17] . Recently this was extended into two-dimensional transient wave problems [10] where the solution field within each finite element is discretized with the usual Lagrangian functions and enriched with harmonic functions, each with a prescribed frequency. In the current work, the PUFEM is used for the first time to solve the wave equation in the time domain. In previous work on the PUFEM only time harmonic problems were considered when solving the equation in the frequency domain. Instead here we show that the method could also be used for solving non-time-harmonic problems in the time domain. The wave field solution is presented as a sum of a slowly varying term and a highly oscillatory part, which is expanded into a sum of plane waves propagating in multiple directions. However, unlike other enrichment technique [10] here the plane waves have a fixed frequency. The performance of this approach is assessed for different test wave models where exact solutions are available. The results are compared to those obtained by a polynomial based FEM and also to another enrichment approach where the proposed scheme provides better accuracy at a reduced computational cost. The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we introduce the considered problem. Then in section 3 we present the proposed PUFEM model, while in section 4 the model is validated on two numerical test cases with analytical solutions. We finish with some concluding remarks and recommendations for future work in section 5 2 
Transverse electric mode of propagation
To describe the techniques used for enriched finite elements we consider a linear wave equation in two-dimensional domains. Hence, let Ω ⊂ R 2 be an open bounded domain with Lipschitz continuous boundary Γ and let [0, T ] be the time interval for the wave propagation. The boundary-value problem considered in the current study is defined as
where x = (x, y) are the Cartesian coordinates, t is the time variable,v the outward unit normal on Γ, c and h are constants, and E the magnitude of the transverse electric field in the direction perpendicular to the domain plane. In (1), f (t, x) and g(t, x) are respectively, prescribed source and boundary functions, E 0 (x) and V 0 (x) are given initial conditions. Note that the model (1) represents the basis of many linear electromagnetic and acoustic propagation problems. For instance, applied to separate components of the linear electromagnetic field, it can represent an accurate and efficient solution for a short pulse propagating over long distances. The time integration of the system (1) can be carried out using any implicit scheme including Newmark methods to avoid the very small time steps that may be required in simulations for explicit time integration schemes. However, the proposed spatial enrichment is time independent and hence independent of the choice of the integration scheme. The spatial discretization is introduced after the temporal one to enable changing the temporal discretization independently on the enrichment approach presented here. Alternative integration schemes can also be found in [2, 11] . For simplicity in the presentation we consider the second-order central difference method. The latter is well known and details could be found in standard text books [1] . Thus, to integrate the equations (1) in time we divide the time interval into N subintervals [t n , t n+1 ] with length ∆t = t n+1 − t n for n = 0, 1, . . . . We use the notation W n to denote the value of a generic function W at time t n . Thus, given the solutions E n−1 and E n at times t n−1 and t n the solution at the next time step t n+1 is updated according to the semi-discrete equation
Note that to update the solution E n+1 in the semi-discrete formulation (2) one has to solve a linear system at each time step. The structure of this linear system is mainly dependent on the mesh used in the spatial discretization and the time step used in the time integration.
For the spatial discretization, we multiply the equation in (2) by a weighting function φ(x), and then integrate over Ω. Using the divergence theorem and using the boundary condition (1b) one obtains the following weak formulation of the problem (1)
To solve the weak formulation (3) with the finite element method we discretize the spatial domain Ω into a set of finite elements T i with the index i referring to the i-th element. The combination of all these elements forms our computational domain Ω h = ∪ i T i , with Ω h ⊆ Ω. If T i and T j are two different elements of Ω h , then T i ∩ T j is either a mesh point, or a common side, or the empty set. The conforming finite element space for the solution that we use is defined as
with
where ψ(x) is a basis function defined on the element T i and Ψ m ( K e ) is the set of all basis functions defined on the reference element K e . Here, Y i (x) : K e −→ T i is an invertible one-to-one mapping. Next, the finite element solution to E n+1 (x) can be formulated as
where N d is the number of solution mesh points in the partition Ω h . The coefficients E j=1 are the set of global nodal basis functions of V h characterized by the property N i (x j ) = δ ij with δ ij denoting the Kronecker symbol. We introduce {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x M } as the set of M nodal points in the element K j . We also define {φ j } M j=1 as the set of element basis coefficients for K j in V h characterized by the property φ i (x j ) = δ ij . Hereafter, unless otherwise stated, the subscripts h and j are used to refer to coefficients associated with the whole mesh Ω h and a mesh element K j , respectively. Note that the set {φ j } M j=1 is a local restriction on the element K j of the set of the global basis functions {N j } M j=1 . The approximation space is then defined as
It should be stressed that most existing finite element methods applied to the model problem (1) employ in their formulation Lagrangian polynomials for the basis functions N j (x). Linear and quadratic shape functions have been widely used in the literature for the finite element solution of equations (1), see for example [28, 6] .
Partition of unity enrichment
In many application in electromagnetic waves modelled using the equations (1) the solution is expected to be highly oscillatory and is often recovered over vast domains. In these situations, the numerical solution obtained by a conventional finite element method either develops spurious oscillations or it is affected by a large numerical diffusion. Spurious oscillations and excessive numerical diffusion often deteriorate the accuracy of the finite element solution, so the numerical solution may become physically unacceptable. For this reason, in most finite element methods, very fine meshes have to be used to resolve wave propagation in transient wave problems. In order to avoid the principal drawback of the conventional finite element methods (5) , that is the requirement of very fine meshes, we incorporate enrichment functions into the finite element space. Indeed, using the partition of unity method [21] it is possible to enrich the solution space with basis functions that have better approximation properties than the conventional polynomial basis functions. In the current study, we introduce a further approximation by stating that the nodal values E n+1 i consist of two terms; a slowly varying term and a highly oscillatory term. The former term captures slow variations in the solution, possibly a constant, and the latter term captures the highly oscillatory variations of the solution. This yields the following enriched finite element solution
where k is a constant wavenumber and i the imaginary number (i = √ −1). Given the aim of this work, which is to validate the proposed enrichment model for time-dependent wave problems, the wavenumber of the enrichment functions is chosen to coincide with that of the exact solution. However, in practical applications usually involving wave scattering from physical bodies, the wavenumber of the enrichment functions should coincide with that of the impinging wave field [13] . The exponential term represents a plane wave propagating in the direction (cos α q , sin α q ) with α q = 2π q/(Q − 1). The unknown variables are not the nodal values of the electric field any more but the amplitudes B are also given with respect to each direction α q . For a standard FEM approach to the solution of expression (5) the elementary matrices are of dimension M × M , whereas for the proposed model of expression (6) the size of the elementary matrices increases to M q × M q with M q = M × Q. However, the use of enrichment usually leads to coarse meshes, and hence smaller linear systems of equations to be solved.
Gauss-Legendre quadrature scheme is adopted for the evaluation of the integrals given by the weak form (3) . Notice that in the case of the PUFEM the enrichment functions are integrated over multiwavelength sized elements using a high number of integration points. This is important to accurately capture the oscillations within such elements. However, the computational costs remain moderate despite the large number of integration points within each element due to the relatively small total number of elements compared to the standard FEM. It is also worth remarking that the enrichment functions in (6) are written using the global coordinates x, but they are multiplied by the nodal shape functions N j which are expressed in the local coordinates. For a given element T i , the elementary matrix is reconstructed by blocks A ij as
where the unknown solution E j , the right-hand side b j and the sub-matrices A ij are blocks that are defined below. It should be pointed out that in the proposed finite element method, the enrichment functions are associated with nodal points in each element. Hence, each block matrix A ij in the system (7) is associated with the nodes i and j whereas, the corresponding block vectors E j and b j are associated with the node j. It is also evident that the size of the elementary matrix and the associated vectors (7) vary depending on the number of the element nodes as well as the number of enrichment functions Q. The higher the number of element nodes or the higher Q is the larger the size of the elementary matrix (7). The individual blocks A ij , E j and b j can be reformulated as
Assuming that the nodes i and j are not on the domain boundary then entries of the above blocks can be written as
Assembling the elementary matrices, the numerical solution of the problem (1) is obtained by solving at each time step a linear system of the form
where the system matrix A is symmetric and composed of the block matrices A ij which are zero block matrices unless the nodes i and j belong to the same element. Note that similar to the standard finite element methods, the assembly process needs to consider the nodes shared between the elements. However, in the proposed enriched finite element method the overlapping part of the matrix includes an entire block matrix A ij rather than a single entry. It is worth remarking that at each time step, the solution procedure automatically provides the amplitudes of the different enrichment functions used. In the current study, we factorize the matrix using an LUL decomposition at the first time step; thus, the solution is reduced into backward/forward substitutions. This can significantly increase the efficiency when a large number of time steps is needed, compared to updating the matrix and fully solving the system at every time step. We note that the conventional finite element method also offers time independence, but the considerably greater system size may preclude us from computing, storing and re-using an LUL decomposition.
Numerical tests
To evaluate the performance of the proposed partition of unity finite element method (PUFEM) we solve several numerical tests for transverse electromagnetic waves. We use models with known analytical solutions of the boundary-value problem (1) such that the error can be quantified. Here, the analytical solutions involved in the first test cases include a plane wave, waves with a varying wavenumber and a Hankel source then in the second case it is a progressive cylindrical wave while in the last case it is a wave front progressing inside a stationary domain. We calculate the relative error in L p (Ω) as
, where E is the numerical solution and E the analytical solution of the problem under study. The first test examples were taken from reference [10] . The performance of the approach presented here is compared to the approach used in [10] . For the last two test examples the numerical results obtained using the PUFEM are compared to those obtained using the conventional finite element method results. The CPU time is measured in seconds on a machine running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS (64 bit) with an Intel Core TM 2 Quad CPU Q8300 @ 2.50GHz × 4 and 4GB of RAM.
Comparison with previous work
In our first set of results we aim to compare the performance of the PUFEM to a previous approach [10] . It should be noted that all the following problems are initialized at t = 0.0 and solved for a single iteration in time with the step size ∆t = 10 −4 . First we choose the progressive plane wave example proposed in [10] where the exact solution is given by u(x, y) = Asin(kx − ωt). Here A is the wave amplitude and ω is the angular frequency. A constant wavenumber k = 4π and a constant phase velocity c = Compared to the previous test this is a more challenging problem due to the discontinuous parameters. The computational domain is discretized using 14 uniform 4-noded linear elements and a total of 30 nodes in case 1 and 24 uniform 4-noded linear elements and a total of 50 nodes in case 2. The same enrichment as before is also used where the enrichment wavenumbers at each node are chosen to match those of the problem at the same node. The total number of degrees of freedom is now 90 in case 1 and 150 in case 2. Figure 2 shows the numerical solution obtained with the PUFEM for both cases. Figure 3 shows at the cross section (y = 0) the difference between the exact solution and the numerical solution using the PUFEM, compared to that of the solution in [10] . The results in [10] are obtained with enrichment and using linear elements and quadratic elements which are referred to as Ref1 and Ref2, respectively, in the figure. The results show that using similar numbers of degrees of freedom or even fewer, the PUFEM leads to about one order of magnitude smaller differences compared to the results in [10] . Obviously, the two previous test examples can be reduced into one-dimensional problems. To confirm that the PUFEM approach can also work for two-dimensional problems we again consider the second test example but with the exact solution now given as u(x, y, t) = Asin(kr − ωt) where r is the distance from the point (0.5, 0). The wave is now cylindrical while it was plane before. The amplitude A, wavenumber k and the angular frequency ω are now dependent on r such that for 0 ≤ r < 1.5 Figure 4 with the total number of nodes being 48. The solution space is enriched with 27 functions including 26 evenly spaced plane waves. Again here the wavenumber of the enrichment functions at any node, is chosen to match the problem wave number at the same node. The total number of degrees of freedom in this case is 1296. Figure 4 shows the PUFEM solution of the problem where the achieved L 2 -norm error in this case is 0.5%. Finally, we consider the Hankel source test example that is also published in the same reference [10] . The exact solution of the problem is given by u(x, y) = H Figure 4 where the L 2 -norm error is 0.2% and is achieved with 1200 degrees of freedom. The error achieved in the reference is about 4% using 9-noded elements with the total number of nodes being 576. The used cut-off number is (2, 2) which leads to the total number of degrees of freedom 14400. Again the efficiency of the proposed approach can be clearly seen from the presented results.
Cylindrical progressive wave problem
In the second test example we consider the problem of recovering a progressive cylindrical wave in a unit squared domain. Here we solve the boundary-value problem (1) in Ω = [0.1, 1.1] × [0.1, 1.1] subject to the initial conditions
where r is the length of the position vector. The source term f (t, x, y) and the boundary g(t, x, y) function in (1) are defined such that the analytical solution of this test problem is a progressive cylindrical wave given by E(t, x, y) = e i(kr−ωt) . Note that the function g(t, x, y) is defined on each domain edge according to the relevant normal direction and the constant c in equation (1a) becomes the phase velocity.
Sensitivity of the results on time steps
Our first aim in this test example is to study the convergence of the proposed approach with respect to the time step size. Three wavenumbers are considered, namely k = 8π, 14π, and 20π with only one angular frequency ω = 1. Therefore, the phase velocity c decreases with increasing the wavenumber. The number of wavelengths contained in the domain will increase from 4 with the smallest wavenumber to 10 with the highest wavenumber considered in our simulations. The problem is solved using the PUFEM on the coarse mesh of 16 uniform 4-noded linear elements shown in Figure 1 . The solution space for the wavenumber k = 8π is enriched with Q = 13. For the higher wavenumbers considered, the number of enrichment functions is increased to Q = 23 for k = 14π and to Q = 31 for k = 20π. The wavenumber of the enrichment functions is chosen to be the same as the wavenumber of the exact solution. We consider five time steps in the simulation, ∆t = 1.0 × 10 −2 , 5.0 × 10 −3 , 1.0 × 10 −3 , 5.0 × 10 −4 , and 1.0 × 10 −4 . The results for the cylindrical wave are presented in the time interval [0, 1.0]. It should be mentioned that using the same mesh and only changing the number of enrichment functions for different wavenumbers is a particularly useful feature of the proposed PUFEM. Otherwise using the standard FEM, increasing the values of wavenumbers requires refining the mesh. The evolution of the relative error in time is plotted in Figure 5 for all the considered wavenumbers and time step sizes. For each wavenumber the figure shows that decreasing the time step ∆t always reduces the relative error. At very small time steps this reduction in the error becomes insignificant. This can be seen with the relative errors for ∆t = 1.0 × 10 −3 and 5.0 × 10 −4 , which are very close to each other, while those for ∆t = 5.0 × 10 −4 and 1.0 × 10 −4 are almost identical. This is attributed to the fact that for small time steps the errors in the simulated solutions are dominated by the spatial discretization rather than the time integration procedure. Once the error in the numerical solution becomes dominated by the spatial error, refining ∆t cannot further reduce the relative errors. The same behaviour is consistently observed for the three wavenumbers considered in our simulations. It also can be added that the proposed approach is similar to the standard FEM in that the convergence in time needs to be checked by considering a finer time step and rerunning the analysis. Once the error cannot be further reduced by refining the time step one may conclude that the solution has converged in time. The results show that the proposed enrichment approach is stable as refining ∆t reduces the relative errors in the obtained results. Another observation about this set of results is that for a given time step ∆t, the accuracy of the numerical solution increases with a higher wavenumber. For example the maximum relative error with k = 8π and for ∆t = 1.0 × 10 −2 is about 0.028 at time t = 1, while for the same ∆t and at the same time t = 1 the error is about 0.012 for k = 20π. This is expected because for a higher wavenumber, the phase velocity c = ω k becomes smaller. Hence, for a given time step ∆t it is more accurate to capture a slower variation than a quicker one.
Sensitivity of the results on number of enrichments
Our next aim in this test example is to study the convergence of the proposed approach for an increased number of enriching plane waves. As mentioned earlier the use of at least ten degrees of freedom per wavelength is a requirement for the FEM to achieve engineering accuracy of about 1%. This number is reduced to about 2.5 degrees of freedom per wavelength or even less when using the PUFEM [18] . Here, the same wavenumbers and angular frequency are retained from the previous set of results. The problem is solved using the PUFEM on the previous mesh and using the time step size ∆t = 1.0×10 −4 as this leads to the lowest error in the previous set of results. The numbers of enrichment functions considered for k = 8π are Q = 9, 11, 13 and 15. The numbers of enrichments for k = 14π are Q = 13, 15, 19 and 23 while for k = 20π we use Q = 17, 21, 27 and 31. The simulation is carried out for 10000 time steps. As in the previous situation, we present in Figure 6 the evolution in time of the relative errors computed for each wavenumber. It is evident that adding more plane waves in the enriched finite element space improves the solution accuracy for all considered cases. This can be clearly seen in Figure 6 at the early time steps. As the simulation progresses in time the error accumulates faster with a higher Q and the difference between the errors obtained with different numbers of enrichment functions becomes smaller. For example for k = 8π after 4000 time steps the errors with Q = 13 and 15 become similar and then after 7000 time steps the errors with Q = 11, 13 and 15 become similar. For the considered wave conditions, as a higher wavenumber is considered in the simulations the accumulation of errors in time seems to become slower. However, for a given fixed wavenumber, a higher number of enrichment functions always accumulates errors faster. It is also worth remarking in Figure 6 that for the same number of enrichment functions Q the relative error in the numerical solution accumulates faster for a lower wavenumber. For example, using Q = 15 with k = 8π the relative error increases from less than 4 × 10 −4 at the first time step to about 0.025 at the final time t = 1. However, for the same number of enrichment functions Q = 15 but with k = 14π the relative error is 0.014 at the first time step and 0.020 at the end time t = 1. The relatively faster increase in the relative error at a lower wavenumber compared to a higher wavenumber may be attributed to the conditioning in the associated linear system that is well-known to affect the PUFEM; see for example [18, 22] . To further demonstrate this issue, we display in Figure  7 the condition numbers κ for the cases considered in Figure 6 . These results show that for the same enrichment number Q a higher wavenumber always leads to a better conditioned linear system. The plots also reveal that for k = 8π, a condition number of order 10 8 is the outcome for the case with Q = 15 while the number of enrichment functions which produce a comparable condition number is Q = 23 for k = 14π and Q = 31 for k = 20π. Hence, for a fixed mesh and a fixed condition number the number of enrichment functions can be increased when a higher k is considered. In fact the ratio between the element size and the wavelength determines the maximum number of enrichment functions that will lead to the ill-conditioning being controlled such that an accurate solution can be obtained. Having larger elements that span more wavelengths leads to better conditioned systems even with higher numbers of enrichment functions. For a better insight we also display in Figure 8 the imaginary parts of the numerical solutions obtained sing the PUFEM.
Comparison to the standard finite element method
Our final aim in this test problem is to compare the performance of the proposed approach to the standard FEM. The aspects compared include the number of degrees of freedom and the CPU time required to achieve a fixed relative error and the accumulation of relative errors in time. For this study we consider the test case with wavenumber k = 6π and angular frequency ω = 1 while we keep the time step fixed to ∆t = 1.0 × 10 −4 over the time interval [0, 1]. It should be noted that the selected wavenumber is relatively small because of the excessive computational cost required for the FEM to resolve this test problem, since a large number of time steps is considered to measure the accumulation of errors in time.
The problem is first solved using the FEM on the fine mesh shown in Figure 1 . The relative error achieved using the FEM at the first time step is about 0.0026 where the total number of degrees of freedom is N dof = 961. Then the problem is solved using the PUFEM on the coarse mesh shown in Figure 1 . Two different numbers of enrichment functions are considered, namely Q = 9 and Q = 11. The solution with the first enrichment number is referred to as PUFEM1 while the second as PUFEM2. The errors obtained at the first time step with PUFEM1 is 0.005 while with PUFEM2 it is 0.0008. The total numbers of degrees of freedom with the PUFEM1 and PUFEM2 are N dof = 225 and N dof = 275, respectively. In comparison to the FEM this is a reduction of about 77% ∼ 71% in the required number of degrees of freedom to achieve a similar or even better relative error in this test problem. When using the FEM the CPU time needed to build the linear system of equations is 48.4s at the first time step. However, this time is reduced to 6.1s with PUFEM1 and 6.3s with PUFEM2. Starting from the second time step the FEM needs 37.7s to update the right hand side of the linear system while both PUFEM1 and PUFEM2 require less than 0.1s. To solve the linear system the CPU needs less than 0.1s in all the cases due to the relatively small system matrix. Figure 9 illustrates the error accumulation in time for the FEM compared to the PUFEM1 and the PUFEM2. The plot shows that the accumulation of the relative error is faster using the FEM compared to the PUFEM1. Note that the PUFEM1 starts from a higher error than the FEM, however at about 6000 time steps the relative error using the FEM and the PUFEM1 becomes equal to 0.0132. Thereafter the relative error using the PUFEM1 becomes better than that obtained using the FEM. The relative errors obtained using the PUFEM2 remain consistently lower than those with the FEM and the PUFEM1. At the end of the simulation after 10000 time steps, the relative errors obtained using the FEM, the PUFEM1 and the PUFEM2 are 0.034, 0.032 and 0.031, respectively. To compare the number of degrees of freedom we calculate the number of degrees of freedom per wavelength τ = λ N dof . For an acceptable engineering accuracy, a rule of thumb is to use at least ten degrees of freedom per wavelength when solving similar wave problems with the FEM. The number we used here is τ ≈ 10.33. On the other hand for the PUFEM and in order to achieve a similar or a better accuracy τ ≈ 5 is enough in this set of results. In fact in the previous set of results where wavenumbers higher than k = 6π are considered, τ = 2.5 is sufficient to obtain reasonable engineering accuracy in this test example. For instance, in the first set of results for k = 20π and Q = 31 an accuracy better than 1% was achieved with τ ≈ 2.7. This shows the potential of the proposed approach for solving transient wave problems.
As a final comment we should mention that the effect of eliminating the slowly varying part of the enrichment (6) referred to by B n+1 i
, has an insignificant effect on the accuracy of the results in this test example. All the simulations presented in the current study were also repeated with the term B n+1 i having been eliminated from the equation (6) . This elimination has not changed the results, and this is expected because the solution varies quickly throughout the computational domain. The slowly varying term does not contribute to the numerical solution of this wave problem. However, our second test example provides an alternative platform to study the effect of including the slowly varying terms in the enrichment (6) . It should be stressed that when B n+1 i is eliminated the directions of the plane waves vary according to α q = 2πq/Q and not α q = 2πq/(Q − 1) as before, such that the nodal degrees of freedom are expanded into plane waves only.
Moving envelope problem
In this section we consider the problem of a moving envelope governed by the transient wave problem (1) . The source and boundary functions in (1) are defined such that the exact solution of this problem is given by
where f L (t, x, y) is the propagator function which provides a means to control the initial condition of the problem and can be used to manipulate the envelope of the moving wave such that the solution is a wave expanding symmetrically about the origin with evolution in time. In this example we examine the performance of the proposed PUFEM for this test example using two types of propagators F 1 and F 2 described in detail in Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively. Here, the propagator function F 1 behaves like a signum function and hence exhibits a sudden peak at the start of the envelope due to its discontinuous derivative as shown in Appendix A, whereas the other function F 2 has a continuous derivative and provides a smoother transition slope, which can be seen in Appendix B. The computational domain in this test case is also considered to be a unit square and two wavenumbers k = 4π and 8π are considered in our simulations. The time step and the angular frequency are ∆t = 1.0 × 10 −2 and ω = 1, respectively. The domain is placed such that the wave will only enter after a time period equivalent to 100 time steps. The wave is initiated at the centre of the coordinate system, hence, the domain is defined by Ω = [c × 100∆t, c × 100∆t
The considered time span starts from the wave entrance into the domain until the oscillations cover the entire computational domain. The problem is initialized with E 0 and V 0 which are obtained from the analytical solution (10) and its derivative at time t = 0. As in the previous test example, we use the weak form (3) and solve for the amplitudes. 
Discontinuity in time
The first aim in this example is to compare the proposed PUFEM to the standard FEM when recovering the solution with and without a discontinuity in time. The analytical solution with the F 1 propagator is used to measure the relative errors for the discontinuous case while the F 2 propagator is used for the continuous case. We solve the problem for k = 4π using the PUFEM with Q = 11 on the coarse uniform mesh shown in Figure 1 . In this situation, the total number of degrees of freedom is N dof = 275. The wavenumber of the exact solution is also considered for the enrichment. The problem is then solved again using the FEM on two meshes. The first mesh, referred to as FEMc, is relatively coarse and composed of 361 uniform linear elements and 400 nodes. The second mesh is referred to as FEMf and is a fine mesh composed of 1521 elements and 1600 nodes. The obtained results are depicted in the time interval [0, 18] . Figure 10 shows the evolution of the relative errors for both propagators F 1 and F 2 using the FEM on the two meshes as well as the PUFEM. The results using the F 1 propagator illustrate a relatively rapid increase in the relative error for both the FEM and the PUFEM. At earlier time steps the relative error increases faster in time for the PUFEM than for the FEM, hence, at t = 4.0 the results obtained using the PUFEM exhibit an error of about 0.006 while errors in the results obtained using the FEMc and the FEMf are 0.003 and 0.001, respectively. Thereafter the accumulation of the relative error in time becomes faster with the FEM such that at about t = 6.0 the error with the PUFEM (0.010) becomes slightly smaller than with the FEMc (0.011). Later at about t = 11.5 the PUFEM error (0.024) also becomes smaller than the FEMf error (0.025). At the end of the considered time span the errors with the PUFEM, the FEMc and the FEMf become 0.042, 0.124 and 0.053, respectively. On the other hand the results using the F 2 propagator show a gradual increase in the relative error compared to the discontinuous case. The final error with both methods remains below 1% at t = 18. Therefore one may conclude that the high values of relative errors in the previous case are mainly due to the discontinuous gradient, hence, having the second type propagator F 2 significantly improved the numerical results. Using the F 2 propagator and up to t = 8 the relative error seems to be unchanged using the FEM on either mesh or using the PUFEM. Thereafter the relative error starts to increase more rapidly using the FEMc compared to the FEMf and the PUFEM. Then at about t = 15 the relative error increases more rapidly using the FEMf than the PUFEM such that at the end of the Figure 10 reveal a consistent behaviour of the relative error which, up to a certain point in time, remains similar to the errors obtained using the FEM and the PUFEM with some advantage for the FEM as can be seen from the results obtained using the F 1 in Figure 10 . Then the relative error starts to build up quickly using the FEM but becomes smaller with the PUFEM. This behaviour is mainly attributed to the propagation structure of the wave into the computational domain. Figure  11 presents snapshots of the numerical solutions obtained using the PUFEM at three different instants corresponding to the initial time, the phase when the wave progresses into the domain and until the domain is fully covered with oscillations. At the first few time steps the domain is mainly stationary and the solution is merely constant. The linear finite element can be very efficient in recovering such a constant solution. However, as the time passes, the oscillations start to cover a wider area of the computational domain while a smaller area remains stationary. It is clear that the PUFEM is much more efficient than the FEM in recovering such oscillations. Thus, the error starts to build up at a high rate with the FEM. Eventually, the relative errors obtained using the FEM tend to become larger than those obtained using the PUFEM.
Slowly varying enrichment term
Next we investigate the effect of the constant solution on the accuracy of the PUFEM. To achieve this we study the outcome of eliminating the slowly varying term B n+1 i in the enrichment function from equation (6) . The problem is solved again for k = 4π using the PUFEM with 12 plane waves but without including the terms B n+1 i in the enrichment. The computed solution is then compared to the solution obtained using the previous PUFEM where we have Q = 11, i.e. ten plane waves with the term B n+1 i are included in the enrichment. All the problem parameters are retained but a longer time interval [0, 40] is considered in this study. In Figure 12 we present a comparison of the relative errors between the results obtained using the PUFEM without B n+1 i (referred to as ENR1 in the plots) and those obtained using the terms B n+1 i (referred to as ENR2 in the plots). Although a larger number of enrichment functions is used for ENR1, the relative error for ENR2 is much smaller than for ENR1. 
Error accumulation in time
Finally, we evaluate the accumulation in time of the relative error for the enriched finite elements compared to non-enriched finite elements. To this end we solve the problem using the PUFEM and the FEM for k = 8π and with the F 2 type propagator. For the PUFEM solution, the same mesh is retained from previous simulations but with Q = 13 such that N dof = 325. For the FEM a mesh refinement is considered where the new mesh consists of 3481 uniform 4-noded linear elements and 3600 nodes. Note that such a fine mesh is necessary for the FEM in order to fulfil the ten degrees of freedom requirement for the high wavenumber considered in this case. The accumulation of the relative errors in time is summarized in Figure 13 using both methods and for two different time steps, namely ∆t = 0.1 and 0.01. The time interval considered is [0, 50] . Despite the much lower number of degrees of freedom with the PUFEM, it is clear that the error accumulates much more slow in time compared to the FEM. For ∆t = 0.01 the FEM error reaches 0.1 at about t = 20 and it becomes 0.5 at about t = 40. On the other hand the PUFEM error does not exceed 0.08 for the entire time domain. Similar observations can also be made for the FEM and the PUFEM performance with ∆t = 0.1. Figure 13 shows how the FEM error increases quickly with ∆t = 0.1, and reaches Error= 0.1 at t = 20.1 and Error= 0.5 at about t = 37.0 while the PUFEM error reaches Error= 0.1 at t = 27.0 and 0.5 at the end of the simulation. When comparing the CPU time at the first time step the FEM requires 164.1s to solve the problem while the PUFEM requires 8.5s. At subsequent time steps this number is reduced to 147.7s with the FEM while it is only 1.3s with the PUFEM. Figure 14 shows snapshots of the PUFEM solution at several stages of the considered time span. The results and concluding remarks are consistent with those of the previous example.
Conclusions
A class of enriched finite elements has been presented for solving the electromagnetic wave equation in the time domain. An implicit time integration procedure has been used to advance the numerical solution in the time domain. Using ideas from the partition of unity the finite element solution is enriched using plane wave functions. These techniques significantly reduce the number of degrees of freedom required for a fixed accuracy in the obtained solution compared to those needed for another enriched finite element method. The performance of the proposed enriched finite element method is assessed for several test examples. First, the method is assessed by comparing its results to another enrichment technique where a number of publish test cases are considered. Next the performance of the method is assessed in two cases, namely a progressive cylindrical wave and a moving envelope, where the exact solutions are known. The accuracy of the proposed approach has been verified using the relative errors at different time steps and different numbers of enrichment functions. Comparison to the standard finite element method has also been presented. The numerical results confirm the accuracy of the proposed enriched finite element method and its performance for transient wave problems. The results show that the partition of unity finite element method has the advantage of requiring less computational resources for the time-dependent wave problems compared to another enriched finite element method. This fact, as well as its favourable stability properties, make it an attractive alternative for solvers based on finite element techniques for the electromagnetic wave equation in the time domain where the considered problem involves few dominant frequencies. Future work will focus on developing other enrichment functions to deal with a wide spectrum of frequencies. It is also worthwhile to remark that the time integration scheme can be easily changed according to the transient wave problem under consideration. The advantages achieved with the enrichment approach can be further enhanced by considering a more efficient time integration scheme. Extension of the proposed enriched finite element method to three space dimensions is of particular interest as it will result in an extensive reduction in the computational resources compared to the classical methods. Furthermore, developing highly efficient solvers for the associated linear systems in order to resolve issues related to the conditioning and also developing efficient analytical integration procedures can further enhance the method.
